To evaluate the methodological quality and level of evidence of publications in four leading general clinical ophthalmology journals. METHODS. All 1919 articles published in the American Journal of Ophthalmology, Archives of Ophthalmology, British Journal of Ophthalmology, and Ophthalmology in 2004 were reviewed. The methodological rigor and the level of evidence in the articles were rated according to the McMaster Hedges Project criteria and the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine levels of evidence. RESULTS. Overall, 196 (24.4%) of the 804 publications that were included for assessment met the Hedges criteria. Articles on economics evaluation and those on prognosis achieved the highest passing rate, with 80.0% and 74.4% of articles, respectively, meeting the Hedges criteria. Publications on etiology, diagnosis, and treatment fared less well, with respective passing rates of 28.3%, 20.2%, and 14.7%. Published systematic reviews and randomized controlled trials were uncommon in the ophthalmic literature, at least in these four journals during 2004. According to the Oxford criteria, 57.6% of the articles were classified as level 4 evidence compared with 18.1% classified as level 1. Articles on prognosis had the highest proportion (43.0%) rated as level 1 evidence. Generally, articles that reached the Hedges threshold were rated higher on the levelof-evidence scale (Spermans ϭ 0.73; P Ͻ 0.001). CONCLUSIONS. The methodological quality of publications in the clinical ophthalmic literature was comparable to that in the literature of other specialties. There was substantial heterogeneity in quality between different types of articles. Future methodological improvements should focus on the areas identified as having the largest deficiencies. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2006;47:1831-1838) DOI:10.1167/iovs.05-0915 I n recent years, there has been increasing demand for and subsequently acquired interest from clinicians to engage explicitly in the practice of evidence-based medicine (EBM). EBM has been formally defined as "the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of the best current evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients."
I n recent years, there has been increasing demand for and subsequently acquired interest from clinicians to engage explicitly in the practice of evidence-based medicine (EBM). EBM has been formally defined as "the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of the best current evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients." 1 The practice of EBM means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best currently available external clinical evidence from systematic research. 1 The concept of EBM is to encourage clinical practice to be grounded in scientific inquiry for the provision of quality care. 2, 3 We have found that the proportion of evidence-based interventions in ophthalmology, in a local specialized acute care setting, is comparable with that in other specialties, with approximately 80% of interventions being directly supported by published evidence. 4 Medical journals provide valuable sources of information for clinicians in practicing EBM, as the journals are more readily available and up to date compared with traditional textbooks. However, to practice according to the best evidence, research should have high internal and external validity so that clinicians can have a solid ground on which to practice EBM.
Studies have been performed to evaluate the methodological quality of journal articles in different specialties including general internal medicine, anesthesiology, family medicine, pediatric surgery, and physical therapy. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Based on standardized criteria for the assessment of the methodological rigor and clinical relevance of research articles, McKibbon et al. 5 demonstrated that only approximately 7% of all articles published in the top 20 clinical journals in general internal medicine passed the prespecified criteria as having high methodological quality and clinical relevance. A similar study in physical therapy also showed that only 11% of journal articles meeting the predefined standard. 6 Moreover, although investigators in several studies have evaluated the compliance of methodological standards of ophthalmic publications stratified by different study designs (e.g., randomized controlled trials [RCTs] or reports on diagnostic tests [13] [14] [15] [16] ), a systematic, comprehensive review using this approach has not yet been performed. We therefore assessed all consecutively published articles, stratified by study types, published during 2004 in four leading general clinical ophthalmology journals, to determine their relevance and methodological quality for the practice of evidence-based ophthalmology.
METHODS
All articles published from January 1 to December 31, 2004, in the top four ranking journals in general clinical ophthalmology (American Journal of Ophthalmology, Archives of Ophthalmology, British Journal of Ophthalmology, and Ophthalmology) according to the 2003 ISI (Institute for Scientific Information) impact factors were manually reviewed by four of the authors (TYYL, VWYW, RFL, and ACOC). All 48 regular issues of the four monthly journals were reviewed; the two supplementary issues of the American Journal of Ophthalmology published in 2004 were excluded. Each issue of the journal was randomly assigned for assessment by two of the authors independently, and disagreement was settled by consensus. All reviewers were practicing ophthalmologists and had received Master's level training in EBM methods.
To evaluate the methodological quality of the articles, we adopted the Hedges Project criteria developed by the Health Information Research Unit of McMaster University. 17 This assessment method was chosen because it is a validated standardized instrument developed for appraising health research in meeting the standards of high-quality secondary evidence-based journals, such as the ACP Journal Club.
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Details of the Hedges Project criteria are listed in Table 1 and a summary flowchart of the review process is presented in Figure 1 . With the use of these criteria, all studies were classified according to the study format as follows: (1) an original study that reports first-hand data, (2) a review article that aims at summarizing the preexisting literature, (3) a general or miscellaneous article that discusses a topic without original observation, or (4) a case report that reports individualized data. All except general and miscellaneous articles were then assessed to determine whether they were of direct interest to human healthcare, and only articles that dealt with patient care were further evaluated. The purpose of each article was subsequently identified according to the definition in Table 1 and articles that did not fit into any of the purpose categories were labeled "other." Articles classified as other and qualitative studies were excluded from the methodological assessment. Each article was evaluated according to the methodological rigor for its corresponding category and rated dichotomously as pass or fail. An article must fulfill all the defined criteria for it to "pass" the category. In addition to using the Hedges Project criteria in assessing the methodological rigor of the journal articles, each article was classified according to the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine Levels of Evidence. 18 This classification system ranks the validity of the evidence into a hierarchy, with level 1 being the highest level and level 5 the lowest. The criteria for level of evidence are different for each purpose category. For example, RCTs would be considered the highest level of evidence (level 1) for articles on therapy, prevention, or etiology, whereas cohort studies would be considered the highest level of evidence for articles on prognosis and diagnosis.
Statistical analyses were performed on computer (SPSS ver. 11.5; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The number and proportion of articles that passed or failed each of the Hedges Project criteria and their Oxford level of evidence for the purpose category were calculated. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was used to assess the differences in the Oxford level of evidence of the articles that passed or failed, according to the Hedges Project criteria. Results of these two sets of standards were also analyzed with Spearman rank correlation tests. P Յ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. i. Guide is generated in one or more sets of real patients (training set); ii. Guide is validated in another set of real patients (test set).
Review articles
Any full text bannered "review, overview, or meta-analysis" in the title or section heading, or indicated in the test that the intention was to review, summarize or highlight the literature on a particular topic 
RESULTS

Classification of Article Format
A total of 1919 articles published in the four selected journals during 2004 were assessed. There were 1043 (54.4%) original studies, 26 (1.4%) review articles, and 421 (21.9%) case reports ( Table 2 ). Four hundred twenty-nine (22.4%) articles were classified as general or miscellaneous and were excluded from the methodological assessment (e.g., editorials and letters to the editor). A further 128 (6.7%) articles were excluded, as they did not pertain to human healthcare and hence were not immediately relevant to clinical practice (e.g., animal or laboratory studies). Table 3 summarizes the remaining 1362 articles with relevance to human healthcare according to the purpose of the article. The most common purpose classified was "other, " with 530 (38.9%) articles that failed to meet the definition according to the Hedges Project criteria, followed by treatment, with 505 (37.1%) articles. An example of an article classified as other would be a descriptive study reporting the clinical features of a condition. There were 87 to 104 (6.4%-7.6%) articles in each category evaluating the etiological, prognostic, and diagnostic aspects of various ophthalmic diseases. Studies that concerned qualitative outcomes were uncommon. Similarly infrequent, there were only five (0.4%) articles on the economic aspects of ophthalmology (all published in the British Journal of Ophthalmology) whereas two (0.1%) articles were identified as assessing clinical prediction guides.
Purpose of the Articles
Assessment by Hedges Project Criteria and Oxford Level of Evidence Stratified by Purpose of the Article
Of the 804 publications evaluated, 196 (24.4%) passed the assessment (Table 4 ). The passing rate was highest for articles on economics evaluation and lowest for articles on clinical prediction guides, albeit with fewer than five entries each, so that the small denominators might have confounded any direct comparison with other more common categories. Of the five publications on economics of healthcare, four (80%) articles passed the assessment and one (20%) article failed because of the lack of sensitivity analysis in the study. Both articles on clinical prediction guides failed to fulfill the Hedges Project criteria because of the absence of validation of the guide on another set of real patients (test set). The commonest type of ophthalmic publications that were evaluated for methodological rigor was on therapy, in which 73 (14.7%) of 496 articles passed the assessment. The main reason for failure to meet the criteria was the lack of random allocation of participants to treatment groups in 412 (83.1%) articles. Another criterion that treatment studies failed to fulfill was a follow-up of at least 80% of patients entering the investigation (n ϭ 23; 4.6%).
Methodological assessment of studies on etiology showed 28 (28.3%) of the 99 articles passed. Areas of methodological standards in which the etiology articles failed to reach the specified criteria included 50 (50.5%) articles without prospective collection of data, 43 (43.4%) without blinding of observers to exposure, and 35 (35.4%) without clearly identified comparison groups. Data are number of articles with percentage of the total in parentheses. * General and miscellaneous articles refer to content on general discussion without original observation and without a statement that the purpose of the article was to review the literature. Most of these articles were editorials and letters to the editor. Data are the number of articles, with the percentage of the total in parentheses.
* Article was defined as "other" if the content of the study did not fall into the definitions of other categories listed in Table 1 .
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As for the 86 publications on prognosis, the passing rate was high, with 64 (74.4%) articles passing the assessment. The articles that failed to meet the criteria on prognosis included 12 (14.0%) publications without an inception cohort of individuals initially free of the outcome of interest and 11 (12.8%) articles without follow-up of at least 80% of patients until a major study end point was reached.
There were 99 articles on diagnostic studies, of which 20 (20.2%) publications passed. The commonest reason for failure was the lack of interpretation of diagnostic standard without knowledge of test result and vice versa (blinding), which occurred in 73 (73.7%) articles. Other reasons included failure to include a sufficient spectrum of participants in 38 (38.4%) articles, the lack of an objective "gold" diagnostic standard for the diagnosis in 24 (24.2%), failure to conduct both the new test and diagnostic standard on participants in 26 (26.3%), and analysis inconsistent with the study design in 4 (4.0%).
Of the 25 review articles that were relevant to human healthcare, eight were excluded, as their purposes were classified as other. Seven (41.2%) of the remaining 17 review articles passed the assessment. Articles that failed to meet the criteria included nine (52.9%) without an explicit statement of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, eight (47.1%) without description of the methods, and five (29.4%) without including one or more articles that met other criteria listed for the purpose category.
Regarding the level of evidence assigned to the selected studies, two publications on clinical prediction guides were excluded, as the assessment of clinical prediction is currently unavailable under the classification system devised by the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine. Analyses showed that articles that passed according to the Hedges Project criteria had a significantly higher level of evidence compared with articles that failed, both for the overall group (P Ͻ 0.001) and for individual purpose categories (all P Ͻ 0.05). Significant correlation between the Hedges Project criteria and the Oxford system was also found (Spearman's ϭ 0.73; P Ͻ 0.001).
Most of the assessed publications were classified as level 4 evidence, with 462 (57.6%) articles. One hundred forty-five (18.1%) articles were rated as level 1 evidence, and five (0.6%) were rated as level 5 (i.e., articles based on expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal). Similar to the Hedges Project criteria-passing rate, the level of evidence rating was high for publications on prognosis, with 37 (43.0%) and 31 (35.6%) of the 86 articles rated as level 1 and 2 evidence, respectively. In contrast, etiological studies generally had much lower level of evidence, with two (2.0%) and six (6.0%) articles rated as level 1 and 2 evidence, respectively. Studies on diagnosis were intermediate, with 28 (28.3%) and 6 (6.1%) articles rated as level 1 and 2 evidence, respectively. For articles on treatment, nearly all were classified as level 4 evidence, as studies on therapy were mostly case series.
Assessment by Hedges Project Criteria and Oxford's Level of Evidence Stratified by the Publishing Journal
Of the 804 publications included in the methodological assessment, the British Journal of Ophthalmology (29.0%) had the highest proportion of articles that passed, followed by Ophthalmology and the Archives of Ophthalmology with 28.6% and 26.4%, respectively ( Table 5 ). The American Journal of Ophthalmology had the lowest proportion, with 18.4% of articles passing the criteria. Again, a significant positive relationship was found between the articles that passed the Hedges Project criteria in each journal and their Oxford level of evidence (all P Ͻ 0.001). It was found that articles published in the Archives of Ophthalmology had the highest level of evidence, with 26.1% of articles rated as level 1, followed by Ophthalmology with 21.3% of articles at level 1. Most of the articles evaluated (Ͼ50% in each journal) were level 4.
DISCUSSION
For clinicians to practice EBM, the literature should be based on good-quality research, as publications with poor methodological quality may provide misleading intelligence and misguide clinical practice, especially when most busy clinicians often do not have the time or, frankly, the necessary skill set in epidemiology or biostatistics to appraise such research critically. The quality of publications in ophthalmic journals has apparently been improving in recent years, as more emphasis is being put on the quality of research publications. For instance, Ang et al. 19 reported that the proportions of prospective studies published in the American Journal of Ophthalmology and British Journal of Ophthalmology have increased from 1% to 2% in 1980 to approximately 10% in 1999. This suggests that, using the rigor of study design as a proxy, the quality of publication may have been gradually improving over the years. Using the Hedges Project criteria, we found in the present study that 196 (24.4%) of the 804 assessed publications in the four ophthalmic journals in the year 2004 passed the standardized methodological assessment. This rate is similar compared with previous studies in general internal medicine and physical therapy, in which approximately 10% to 20% of publications fulfilled the criteria. 5, 6 For rating by the Oxford Centre of Evidence-Based Medicine level of evidence, 18.1% of the assessed articles were rated as having level 1 evidence. Our findings showed that articles that passed the Hedges Project criteria had a significantly higher level of evidence than did those that failed. More than 80% of articles that passed the Hedges Project criteria were level 1 or 2 evidence, compared with 7.6% of articles that failed the criteria. This suggested that both the Oxford and Hedges methods are consistent with each other in the assessment of evidence. However, despite having a high level of evidence, some articles failed to meet the Hedges Project criteria because of differences in the sets of criteria used. For example, 12 articles on diagnosis were rated as level 1 evidence but failed the Hedges Project criteria assessment because of lack of interpretation of the test without knowledge of the diagnostic ("gold") standard result and vice versa. Therefore, both methods of evaluating evidence may complement each other and enhance the validity assessment of the publications.
The commonest topic of research articles identified in our study was treatment, comprising more than half of the assessed articles. However, only 14.7% of articles passed the methodological assessment. The main reason for articles failing the assessment was the lack of randomization (Ͼ80% of studies). This finding confirmed that RCTs on therapy are uncommon in the ophthalmic literature, as has been observed for other clinical specialties. 6 -12 Ideally, all trials on therapy should be RCTs, since the design is subject to the least amount of bias. Lauritsen and Moller 7 found that only approximately 20% of articles published in five leading anesthesia journals were RCTs, whereas Thomas et al. 9 reported that only 6% of studies published in three primary care journals within a 5-year period were RCTs. In another review on articles published in two pediatric surgery journals in 1998, only 3 of the 111 studies identified were RCTs. 11 The proportion of RCTs was also low in sports medicine journals, in which only 9.5% of original research articles were RCTs. 8 Nonetheless, quantitative studies such as case reports or small case series may be the only type of evidence available for uncommon conditions. Therefore, it is unreasonable to expect that any journal would obtain a perfect score from the methodological quality assessments. RCTs thus cannot be the only basis for making decisions about patient care. Results from RCTs should also be weighed with physicians' experience and this combination should form the essence of the practice of EBM.
Our assessment of diagnostic studies showed that 20 (20.2%) of the 99 publications passed the Hedges Project criteria. Nearly three fourths of articles on diagnosis failed to fulfill the criteria because they lacked objective blinded assessment of test results and vice versa, which is important in preventing biases that may overestimate the accuracy of the diagnostic test. Moreover, nearly 40% of articles on diagnosis did not contain a sufficient spectrum of participants and may therefore contain selection or recruitment biases.
14 Other areas in which the studies failed to meet the criteria included a lack of objective gold standard for diagnosis and/or without consistent performance of the diagnostic standards in all participants. Without the reference standard, it would be difficult for readers to assess the clinical applicability of the diagnostic test under investigation.
For etiological studies, cohort and case-control studies are usually the best study designs, as it is usually unethical or inappropriate to perform RCTs. The passing rate of these studies was 28.3%, with areas of methodological deficiencies including the lack of prospective recruitment of subjects, absence of blinding of observers, and the lack of clearly identified comparison groups. Inclusion of these methodological aspects is important, as it would allow readers to assess the likelihood of potential biases and the robustness of any associations.
Our study showed that studies on prognosis had a high passing rate of 74.4%, indicating that most of the studies had an appropriate-sized cohort of patients (i.e., patients who were initially free of the outcome of interest) and a high follow-up rate. Studies on healthcare economics in ophthalmology also had a high passing rate, with four (80%) of the five articles fulfilling the criteria. The only reason in which one study failed was the lack of sensitivity analysis. Although healthcare economics studies are rare in the ophthalmic literature, they are increasing in popularity throughout the healthcare literature, with more economics studies being published in recent years. 20 The high quality of research in healthcare economics may be associated with the special section titled "value-based ophthalmology" in the British Journal of Ophthalmology, which provides a specific channel for researchers to report on economic aspects of ophthalmology. With increasing scarcity of healthcare resources, economic evaluation is becoming more relevant to clinicians, and more research in this area is desirable for enhancing the practice of EBM.
In this study, we found that review articles are uncommon in the four selected journals with only 26 articles published in year 2004. Most articles failed the methodological assessment due to the lack of systematic explicit statement of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Review articles, especially systematic reviews, have the potential to serve as a valuable source of evidence for clinicians. The publication policies of individual journals might have affected the methodological standards of the review articles. For example, Ophthalmology has a special section for evidence-based review on ophthalmic technological assessment, and this may enhance the availability of systematic review in ophthalmic literature. In contrast, the "perspective" section in the British Journal of Ophthalmology mainly publishes narrative reviews, which do not have explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria.
One of the shortcomings of this study included a relatively short review period in which we assessed only articles published within 1 year. Because we only selectively assessed four general clinical ophthalmology journals, the results of the present study should not be extrapolated to the rest of the ophthalmic literature. The actual quality of ophthalmic publications might significantly differ compared with our study, as the journals that we assessed were those with the highest impact factors for general clinical ophthalmology. Another limitation of our study was related to the adoption of the Hedges Project criteria for methodological assessment. Although the Hedges Project criteria allow for comprehensive assessment of various types of studies, they do not allow in-depth assessment of some study designs. The quality of RCTs and studies on diagnostic tests were not assessed as comprehensively as the items listed in the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) and STARD (Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy) statements, 21, 22 which were developed for enhancing the quality of reporting in RCTs and diagnostic studies, respectively. Important aspects of methodology and reporting in RCTs, such as randomization methods, adequacy of allocation concealment, blinding, sample size calculations, and intention-to-treat analysis, are commonly underreported in RCTs. 23 As for studies on diagnostic tests in ophthalmology, it is crucial for researchers to report on the important details of diagnostic tests as these can significantly alter the research findings. For example, failure to report indeterminate results as listed in the STARD statement was found to cause significant overestimation of the performance of the diagnostic test. 24 We also classified nearly 40% of articles as "other," and the methodological rigors of these articles could not be assessed with the Hedges Project criteria or the Oxford level-of-evidence classification. Many publications, particularly case reports were descriptive, did not fit into any of the purpose definitions, and thus could not be assessed using the two systems. This high rate of exclusion was also observed in a previous study in which the Hedges Project criteria were used in the assessment of publication methodology. 6 In conclusion, our study showed that the methodological quality of ophthalmic literature was comparable to the standards in other areas of medicine. The methodological rigors vary considerably between articles of different purpose, and this study has identified areas for improvement of different categories. Articles on economics and prognosis were found to have much higher passing rates than those on etiology, diagnosis, or treatment. Our findings provided a baseline for further investigation into the quality standards of ophthalmic research. More articles with better methodological standards will be published in the future, allowing the practice of EBM to be backed by higher quality of clinical research.
